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PlayStation "Crystal Pepsi" Ltd. Edition. Game - Rare!

Item number: 8161156763
Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item. (querjek is the winner).
List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Winning bid:

US $15.46

Seller information

Ended:

Jan-17-05 22:48:21 PST

Start time:

Jan-10-05 22:48:21 PST

History:

11 bids (US $0.01 starting bid)

Winning bidder: querjek ( 384

)

dangerboy-gamerave ( 306
)
Feedback Score: 306
Positive Feedback: 100%
Member since Jan-27-98 in
United States
Read feedback comments

Larger Picture

Item location:

Chicago, Illinois
United States

Add to Favorite Sellers

Ships to:

Worldwide

View seller's other items

Shipping costs: FREE - Other (see description)
(within United States )
Shipping, payment details and return policy

Description

Ask seller a question

PayPal Buyer
Protection
Free Coverage now up to
$1,000. See eligibility.

(revised)

You are bidding on the VERY RARE, limited production run of the "Crystal" version of the PlayStation game
"Crystal Pepsi: The Game" from StuBoy productions. Below is the description taken from the PlayStation
Collector's Web-Site Game Rave. Please read carefully.

Crystal Pepsi - Limited Edition

Background Data
Published By: StuBoy Productions

Developed By: Dangerboy's Imagination, Inc.

Released: January 2005

Barcode: 1 2345 6578 9

PSRM: 04012005

ID Tag: DBUS - 04-01

CDs: 1

Players: 1

ESRB: Everybody

Accessories: Can holder, Straw, Burp

Size: 1,456.23 MB

RARITY: Quite

Auction Description / Review

Trivia

Back in the old Atari 2600 days, there was a game called Pepsi
Invaders created by Coca-Cola given away to employees. You
played a hacked version of Space Invaders, and you shot at
Pepsi logos. Well, Pepsi wasn't real happy, and they did nothing.
Not a damn thing, so I stepped in and had some fun.

The Disc regretfully has way too many scratches on it to
be repaired, and there has been a severe build-up of
plastic in the hub, so it will not load into a PlayStation 2. It is
for bragging rights only. The CD is pictured below:

You are bidding on a non-working version of the game Crystal
Pepsi. You take the Japanese mascot Pepsi-man through the evil
lands of Cokeheadville, a land ripe with evil cola sequels, lemon
infected drinks, and this nasty habit of stealing B-List actors for
their commercials. Eventually you will never take on the corporate
heads of Coke II and vanquish the evil known as corporate
competition.

Enclosures
The game with a crystal clear pendant pictured below.

There was a very small print run of the game, in fact, it
was so small not even Pepsi, Coke, or even Sony know
this was made.
Crystal Pepsi was one of the worst performing colas in the
history of mankind. This game is the worst performing
game in the history of gaming; it doesn't work.

Also included in this auction is the extremely rare map
of Crytsal Pesi-Land, which was only given away to
hardcore Pespi supporters at the 1998

Ray Charles has a hidden cameo in the game. He teaches
you how to play the piano and make booku bucks off of
commercial endorsements.

We-Hate-Coke-But-We-Hate-RC-Even-More-Rally held
in downtown Glucoseisha. The map is in MINT
condition, with only the original folds present. It is
pictured below:

Greatest Hits

Variations / Misprints

Crystal Pepsi was never released in a Greatest Hits packaging.
Rumor Has it there may be a 20 oz. version.

This is the only known copy in existence, and a variant is highly
doubtful.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE E-MAIL BEFORE BIDDING!
(C) Game Rave 2004/05. All Rights Reserved. Game Rave is a (C) of Jason Dvorak. This auction is not meant to be bid on.
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Payments can be made by Paypal or money order. All sales are final. Thanks!
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